FRESHMEN AND FACULTY MEET

President Penniman Grants Yearling With Address of Appreciation to Honor Band.

SINGULAR AFFAIR THIS EVENING

President of the Wharton School were placed a reception at Houston Hall last night. The Band, under the direction of Mr. Beckman, was... 

FRESHMEN AND VOLUME XXXIX—NO. 13

She expressed her appreciation for the Band’s performance.

RUSHING SEASON HERE EXPLAINED

President of interfraternity Council explains how the system works.

YEARLING MATRICULATES WARNED

To assure those freshmen who have not had an opportunity to say goodbye to their friends, and to say good-bye to their friends who have gone to work or to school, the President has decided to hold... 

FACULTY MEET TO BE HELD THIS EVENING

Beckman, O. A. Butler, J. R. Kendall, and others will hear the Interfraternity Agreement. 

INITIAL BOWL ISSUE APPEARS

Subscribers will receive "Immigrant" Number of Campus Humorist Today.

DISCONTINUE NEWSPAPER SALES

Those who have observed that impunity of sales will be held this week.

ONIME, 1016, "The Metrician" has adopted and each fourth year man is assigned a section for the rat race.

OFFENSE EXCELS ON LOVE OF GAME

Spectacular Runs by Miller, Hamer and Lewis. 

MARYLAND COACH OPTIMISTIC

Irish autumn weather affected the ball game.

Complete Plans For Senior Dues Drive

Beginning Saturday, October 31, a three day senior dues campaign will go on under the direction of Mr. F. W. Wilson, who has been selected as his co-workers: F. W. Wilson, R. J. Dufton, V. Swenny, R. Flather, S. K. McConnell, W. S., and J. Dufton. 

RUSHTON GIVES MEN TO BOXING AND WRESTLING CLASSES

Booking and Wrestling Classes will be started in the gym Oct. 31 with J. J. Long and W. J. Kearns as instructors. Pointing out his enthusiasm for the sport, Mr. Raleigh said it would include the different positions, throws, and general rules. 

The aim of the two courses is to teach the fundamentals of the art of self defense both in boxing and wrestling. The classes will be taught by Mr. Raleigh himself. 

"Every Penn provision should take at least one season's training. It will always be a source of satisfaction and a regret if he does not do it." 
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
ANNOUNCES RUSHING SEASON

(Continued from Page One)

that first year matriculates immediately for which a short period after their matriculation.

WHEREAS, The delay of initiation and of matriculation has been beneficial

Pursuant to the University by causing to be at some extent dependent on the next meals at the University by the recipi- 22nd. Second floor rooms, two beds, hot water and heat. Electricity. Excellent table. $100 room. Room must be

their first year initiations to be by allowing them a better opportunity for proper 450 Union Street.

accordance with the provisions of the said Agreement, to be kept by them in the Pennsylvanian fidelity

Definitions
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**THOUGHTS MAKE HABITS, -HOLMES**

Psychologist Elmore Mannor of inhibiting Bad Tendencies and Creating Beneficial Habits.

CONCLUDES CHAPEL TALKS TODAY

Dr. Arthur Holmes will conclude his series of talks on "Habits" this morning in Houston Hall. Yesterday the discussion was relevant to habit breaking. The Doctor said:

"The secret of habit-breaking lies in St. Paul's injunction: set your minds on things above."

"First, that method is positive. It says, 'Break a habit with a habit!'

"Second, it incorporates the positive; constructive; ethical "life; live abundantly; drown out old habits with a restless flood of new, well chosen experiences in which worldly gain and secular interest are pushed into the unknown, washed away by their fresh, young successors."

"Third, do it by thinking. Every idea moves a muscle. No thought ever made in itself. It stimulates action. The only way to stop action is by another opposing thought. The battle against habit-breaking is within a man's own mind. What he thinks, he will do."

"Can a man control his thoughts? Certainly, that is education. That is what universities are built for. Education is habit-making; habit-breaking is thought training. Think right and you will do right.

"Well, go to class and listen to the professor. He has a host of ideas he is willing to implant in fertile soil. Sit down and think, if that is possible; if not, read. If that fails, talk. If all these are too laden with immateriality, walk, eat, play; possibly for some there is nothing left but good music, athletics or gambling. But whatever the final resort may be there is always an initial step which is perfectly under control of the will, and which when taken becomes the beginning of a series of steps leading to success or failure."

"Take for example, that awful habit of drinking beer every night. No addict can refuse a drink with the fouling glass under his lip; few can break an empty glass without an irresistible suggestion; hardly any will stop at a drug store and not fail; some cannot even walk toward one, or face before one, without ending eventually in the disaster of sweet oblivion, so to speak. But every multi-later that has been removed physically and mentally from temptation must make a decision which itself will become the initiator of a series leading him for such short terms towards sobriety. sober, more sensible, and in his right mind—and no man will deny that such moments come to the most habituated ones—any man can think his high and holy thoughts, think them intelligently, think them profoundly, with all his heart, soul and mind. Gradually such thoughts will come easier, may bring, may strength, and until themselves more celery in life and action. For in abandoning and manifesting such thoughts of quiet power and serene dignity this club with all its cleansing power and clarifying spirit is held daily. Ten minutes here may work a life change."
Letters must be signed, but signatures will not be made available to any person except students, faculty, and staff of the university.

We wonder why the editors are having their "Picture Day" on Friday the thirteenth. Why keep misfortune on misfortune?...

Then consider the faculty meeting the Arts Freshman tonight. The poor Freshmen are certainly bad hit on this unfortunate date.

SO WE'VE HEARD

Note Freshman things because the Students Word is among the news for athletics and publications that it is open for competition.

KNOZEE

The type ofrahment that has come into vogue around the campus reminds one of the Famous Cracker.

DIZ!

There is a decided decrease in the number of kid brothers wanting to don long trousers since knickers came into style.

FOLLOW THE ARROW

The other day, Bob Good, alias "Douglas Fairbanks," put an arrow into the air from the roof of the Bita Carlton Hotel in New York City and tried to earth himself unnoticed. It appears that one Mr. Abraham Belkin, P'22, Avenue dancer, was struck in the eye by said arrow. Mr. Belkin remarked that perhaps it was a case of Arrow Point No.

Now, we have a bunch that Douglas press agent got up this little stunt that made such a hit with Mr. Belkin. In so saying, it seems but proper to keep up with the times, arrange to have the following events occur:

Have Jake Ruth hit a home run from the roof of the Sugar Building and have the ball fall on Judge Landis.

Have the Executive Committee of the Wharton School broadcast, by radio, the names of all those placed on general probation.

EFP

OUR OWN FOOTBALL GAME

"Bathtub line resists fierce scrub attack."

Say, by the way, what has become of the old-fashioned Honor system?

"BLUE PENCIL"

Towel

One day I went to gym. And then I took a swim, placed my towel away. It somehow went away. Of course I felt real sad. Perhaps I even weep. I thought that I would take someone else. Up spoke my conscience, warning. A hint too would be a help. I told my Lorin that:

That I embarrassed him by going out so wet. But it might be worse yet. He would wear his towel. I wished he had not get it first. Or he too would steal. How would the third guy feel? I thought of one teacher. He would wear his towel.

"Say, in this nation there's a circulating of:

Of coins that are no good.

If he who had one should accept his loss, not pass it on throughout the town. But coins not worn long would be. This all refuse to me. When I was standing there, I dropped up everywhere, and walked out with no great. Quite glad I'd stole no towel.

"MURSEH."

Say, that, if the above is true, Marsch must be some relation to George Washington.

FALW RONG

CHAPEL

For the last few years, the daily chapel exercises in蝗

Hall have suffered from a lack of interest on the part of the student body. Many students appear and fewer make any attempt to interest others. This condition had come about gradually as the University increased in size and in variety of student interests. It was aggravated by the hour set aside for the service, the frequency and length of required meetings, and for lessons to be prepared. Chapel was lost in the rush of other activities.

With the change in class hours this year, a one-minute period has been set aside at one o'clock for chapel exercises. But not only has the hour of chapel been changed; the character of the service has been altered. Dr. Holmes, the Psychology Department, is giving a series of brief talks on psychology and religion, rather than conducting a purely religious meeting. This is an opportunity to hear one of the foremost psychologists in America in informal discussion. Let us make the most of it.
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Smart Clothes

For College Men

Fall Opening

Our stocks of Autumn and Winter Satins and Overcoats are only for your inspection. The choicest offerings of the world's markets—foreign and domestic.

We assure you the close personal attention which is the keynote of this business will be maintained, and we look forward to your visit with great pleasure.

C. T. BARDIERI & Co.
111 Walnut Street
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4-Piece Celebration Sports Suits

(With Knocks)

Exclusive Netories
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Typewriters

Rented and Sold

Special Rental Rates to Students Authorized Agents for REMINGTON PORTABLE

Call S. W. Kirkut, 3819 Spruce St., Baring 7611
Or Phone

American Writing Machine Company
Walnut 2499
809 Chestnut St.
Main 1298

For Service In

Students Supplies and Drugs

Try the

Penn Drug Co.
Opp. Dorms.
EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT

The Pennsylvania Printing Co.
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TruMell Loose-Leaf Ring Binders have one-piece covers of genuine cowhide that will not wear out. Made in sizes and styles to fit every need.

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show you the TruMell assortment.


Philo Requirements Outlined By Members

Admission to the Philomathian Literary Society, as announced by the Moderato, Frank C. Baxter, 23 C, will include a short speech before the society members and a written paper. The subjects of both the oral and written work will be announced at a later date.

All students of the undergraduate departments and especially Presidents, are invited to attend the regular weekly meeting tonight at 7:30 in the clubrooms of the Society on the fourth floor of College Hall. At this time prospective members may gain insight into the purpose of the Society and its plans for the ensuing year. Candidates may also obtain information concerning admissions between 1 and 1:30 o'clock any day at the Society's rooms.

The Philomathian Society holds an enviable place among college literary societies as one of the oldest and best known in the country. It has been in existence for over one hundred years.

Many men prominent in the affairs of the city, state and nation have been Philomathes.

Associations Close Satisfactory Drives

Yesterday brought to a close the three days drive conducted by the Arts and Wharton Associations. The celebration of the reminiscences efforts were exceedingly gratifying, many of the men responding on the last day.

By securing 122 members to the arts society, William Lineback, Arts '23, proved himself the ablest among the solicitors. In all probability he will be appointed to next year's executive committee.

No official count has been made of the Wharton solicitors, but it is believed that many have sold upwards of fifty and new entries by den. As soon as the subscriber's names are recorded the Freshman reception will be staged. The probable date is next Friday night.

Parker DufoRad

Dependable

Clothing

Haberdashery and Hats

For Men and Young Men

1334-1336 Chestnut St.
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Welcome

One does not always open one's heart and soul to a stranger. But today, a stranger...one whom you have known for years.

As a member of the Philomathian Literary Society, I have been a part of your life for the past year. Today, I am here to offer you something that I have never before offered to anyone else.

The secret to a happy and fulfilling life is found in the little things. A simple gesture, a kind word, a smile, can change someone's life forever. And as a member of the Philomathian Literary Society, I have found that these little things are what make life worth living.

Today, I would like to share with you a secret that has been passed down through the generations of Philomathians. It is a secret that has helped many people lead happier, more fulfilling lives. And I have come to offer it to you.

The secret is this: Life is not about the things you own, but about the people you love. Life is not about the places you have been, but about the memories you have made. Life is not about the money you have, but about the joy you have brought to others.

Today, I urge you to take a moment and reflect on the people in your life who have made it what it is today. Think about the memories you have made with them. And know that you have made a difference in their lives as well.

So, as you go about your day, take the time to smile at a stranger. Take the time to reach out to someone you love. And know that you have made a difference in their life.

As a member of the Philomathian Literary Society, I have been privileged to see the impact that these small gestures can have. And I am here today to offer you the same opportunity.

So, as you go about your day, remember the little things. And know that you have made a difference in someone's life.

Thank you.
STETSON
—The Hat Supreme

We carry a complete line of Stetson Hats. This season they are particularly attractive—Shades & shapes in an endless variety, so as to please the taste and fancy of all. Come in and try one on.

No obligation to purchase.

Get under a STETSON the Penn man’s choice.

STETSON WEEK

OCTOBER 9th to 14th

GUILFORD’S Campus Shop
3649-51 Woodland Ave.

We Will Gladly Display Your Cups and Trophies in Our Window